HISTORICAL ROOTS OF OUR COMMUNITY

LENAPe PEOPLE

Original inhabitants of this region for over 10,000 years.
First indigenous nation to sign a treaty with the United States.

HENRY MUHLENBERG

First American Botanist; born and raised in Trappe, Pennsylvania.
A bog turtle, sweet grass, and oak tree are all named in his honor.

OUR MISSION

As an irreplaceable watershed and forest, Lenape Arboretum and Muhlenberg Woods, provides a place for wonder, exploration, relaxation, learning, and joy that promotes environmental education and conservation by enabling all students to explore the roots of our community.
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www.pvsd.org/pvwoods
Every aspect of the arboretum was designed to enhance environmental science education and help students connect to the roots of our community.

1. Greenhouse
2. Bridges
3. Outdoor Classroom
4. Vegetable Garden
5. Walking Trials
6. Solar Recycling
And lots more!

To inspire students to care for the Earth and be LEADERS in environmental action and social justice.

HIGHLIGHTS
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